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Abstract .

Context: Code annotation is a feature to define custom metadata about pro-
gramming elements. Many modern frameworks and APIs use annotations to
keep integration less verbose and closer to the corresponding code element.
However, contrary to the initial intent, practitioners often complain about
the negative impacts of annotations on code readability. Objective: We con-
ducted a survey where participants compared the readability of code snippets
with and without annotations to understand this perception further.Method:
We designed the code snippet pairs considering five different usage categories
for annotations present on frameworks and APIs used on real-world projects.
Results: The survey received 338 valid answers from diverse participants. Sur-
prisingly, the answers to all the questions had a normal distribution, and none
of them revealed a scenario in which the usage of code annotations could be
considered better or worse for readability. Additionally, we could not find a cor-
relation between any aspect of the participants’ programming or annotation-
related experience and their answers. We also found biased perceptions in
favor or against annotations. Our qualitative analysis also revealed contrast-
ing opinions about the effects on code readability. Participants praised the
impacts on design, maintainability, and productivity. However, understand-
ability and code clarity had contrasting views. Conclusions: Developers and
API designers can use our results when deciding whether to use annotations,
considering there is no evidence of a generally positive or negative impact on
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readability and the existence of biased views, even with a personal bias that
might suggest differently.

Keywords Code Annotations · Program Comprehension · Code Readability ·

Empirical Study

1 Introduction

Code annotation is a programming language feature that allows adding custom
metadata directly in the source code. Java language introduced annotations in
2004 (Buttler, 2008). Since then, several standard APIs and frameworks have
made use of annotations. Annotation enables the use of declarative statements
in source code that alternatively were defined programmatically or by configu-
ration files (Fernandes et al., 2010). However, according to some gray literature
sources (Stackoverflow, 2009; Bugayenko, 2016; Warski, 2017), annotations can
potentially harm source code readability. It is not clear if these statements rep-
resent a general perception or are just individual opinions, but the fact is that
several comments posted by other developers support them.

Code readability is an essential component of program comprehension (Lu-
cas et al., 2019; Rugaber, 2000). It is an important quality attribute when
designing an API since it is directly related to its maintainability (Buse and
Weimer, 2010). Yu et al. (2019) conducted a study that revealed that annota-
tions receive several changes in software evolution, and a significant number of
them are independent of other changes. The lack of evidence in the scientific
literature about the impact of annotations on readability, and more specifi-
cally, how this feature affects particular audiences and usage scenarios, might
lead designers to make decisions based on personal perceptions.

Recent studies focused on studying the occurrence of annotations in real
projects revealed the existence of extensive annotations, the concentration of
a high number of annotations in the same class (Lima et al., 2018), and the
repetition of configurations in elements with the same characteristics (Teixeira
et al., 2018). However, an analysis of the code evolution (Yu et al., 2019) claims
that annotations can potentially lead to an improvement in software quality
based on evidence that annotated Java code tends to be less error-prone.
Despite this evidence that annotations are relevant for code maintenance, no
study investigated its impact on readability to the best of our knowledge.

Our study aims to fill this gap by investigating the impact of annotations
on code readability, the existence of a general personal preference in favor or
against it, and the association with developer profiles and scenarios of usage.
The research design relies on a survey that presents pairs of code snippets, with
the same behavior, to the participant: one that uses code annotations and the
other that uses object-oriented techniques. We also conducted a qualitative
assessment of answers to the open question where participants could express
their thoughts about the annotation’s impact on readability.

We designed the survey questions considering different annotations usage
categories. Based on documented patterns (Guerra, 2016; Guerra et al., 2010a),
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the present work proposed five usage categories to classify the annotations,
considering the ones consumed at runtime by frameworks and components.
We evaluated the categories via a study that extracted annotation schemas
from open-source projects and classified the annotations of 42 frameworks and
APIs. As a result, we found that all annotations could be classified into one of
the five categories and that all received a significant number of occurrences.
We considered all five categories in the survey design based on these results.

The main contribution of this paper is investigating how annotations af-
fect readability from multiple perspectives, considering subgroup analysis and
different usages of annotations. Several new standard APIs and frameworks
adopt an annotation-based API instead of an object-oriented one, which is
an important design choice. Designers and users of APIs can use our results
about the annotation impact on readability to support their design decisions
when choosing between an annotation-based or a classic object-oriented API.
As an additional contribution, this work also proposed five annotation usage
categories and evaluated their occurrence in a set of APIs used by open-source
projects.

Our survey received 338 valid answers from developers with different pro-
files, considering programming experience, Java expertise, and familiarity with
annotations. Surprisingly, the answers to all questions followed a normal dis-
tribution without a clear positive or negative trend. Our analysis did not find a
correlation between the responses and the participant profile or the annotation
usage category. However, our study found that around half of the participants
have a personal preference in favor or against annotations, which might ex-
plain the gray literature evidence discouraging the usage of annotations. In
general, the participants recommend avoiding overusing annotation, keeping
the annotation usage simple, and choosing good names to represent them.

2 Background

This section briefly describes the leading software engineering concepts neces-
sary for this work, such as program comprehension, code readability, metadata,
and annotation.

Program Comprehension is an essential aspect of software maintenance
and supports software evolution (Storey et al., 2000). Comprehending the
source code and the structure of a system is required before applying any
proper modification or enhancement (Schröter et al., 2017). Developers can
use different artifacts to help to comprehend a program, including the source
code (Storey et al., 2000), which should offer high readability.

Readability can be defined as “a human judgment of how easy a text is to

understand” (Buse and Weimer, 2010). Code readability is an essential com-
ponent of program comprehension (Lucas et al., 2019; Rugaber, 2000) and is
directly related to its maintainability (Buse and Weimer, 2010). Development
teams pursue this quality attribute since the typical software product life-
cycle cost distribution is 70% maintenance and 30% development (Boehm and
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Basili, 2001). Moreover, other studies indicate that source code reading is the
most time-consuming process of all maintenance activities (Raymond, 1991;
Rugaber, 2000). Metadata can enhance the readability of the source code.

The term “metadata” is used in various contexts in the computer science
field, meaning data referring to the data itself. In the object-oriented context,
metadata includes the information that describes the class. Some tools or
frameworks can consume metadata and execute routines based on class struc-
ture. For instance, it can be used for source code generation (Damyanov and
Holmes, 2004), compile-time verification (Ernst, 2008; Quinonez et al., 2008),
class transformation 1, and framework adaptation (Guerra et al., 2010b).

The metadata can be defined through the usage of object-oriented tech-
niques. The presence of an interface can define a class property. It is a practice
called marking interface (Bloch, 2016). Class metadata can also be returned
as fixed information from static methods or set in static variables with name
conventions. Alternatively, an object that contains the metadata might also
be created programmatically by setting the appropriate information (Guerra
et al., 2013a). Finally, as another option, metadata can be passed using fixed
literals as arguments to methods that rely on them, usually executed as an
initialization code.

An approach to defining custom metadata is to use external resources, such
as configuration files or databases (Fernandes et al., 2010). The drawback of
this approach is the distance between the metadata and the referred code el-
ement. That also adds some verbosity since a complete path to the element
must be provided so that the framework may correctly consume the metadata.
Some frameworks, like Ruby on Rails and the CakePHP, use an alternative to
define behavior through code conventions (Chen, 2006). Although this choice
can be productive in some contexts, code conventions have limited expres-
siveness. Moreover, since the metadata is hidden behind the conventions, an
unwary developer might alter it, causing unwanted effects.

Some programming languages provide features that allow custom metadata
to be defined and included directly on programming elements. This feature is
supported in languages such as Java, through annotations, and in C#, by
attributes. Since metadata definition is closer to the programming element, it
is less verbose than an external definition.

Annotations were introduced as a language feature in Java 1.5. Some
standard APIs like EJB (Enterprise Java Beans) 3.0, JPA (Java Persistence
API), and CDI (Context and Dependency Injection) extensively use metadata
in the form of annotations. This native annotation support encouraged Java
frameworks and API developers to adopt the metadata-based approach in their
solutions. That confirmed the tendency of keeping the metadata files inside
the source code itself instead of using separate files (Córdoba-Sánchez and
de Lara, 2016).

An annotation-based API, or metadata-based framework, define and ex-
pose a set of annotations so application developers can use them to configure

1 http://projectlombok.org
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programming elements and execute the desired behavior. This set of anno-
tations that define a metadata structure of a given domain for an API is
defined as annotation schema (Lima et al., 2018). For instance, the an-
notation schema for object-relational mapping of the JPA API includes the
annotations like @Table, @Column, @Id, and @OneToMany.

The code annotations from the same schema are usually located in the same
Java package. In the example of the JPA API, all the object-relational mapping
annotations are located on javax.persistence. Based on that, Lima et al.
(2018) suggests the heuristic of using the package to identify and name the an-
notation schema. Accordingly, we would say that @Table and @Column belong
to the annotation schema javax.persistence. Moreover, the same API or
framework might define more than one package with annotations representing
metadata with different purposes. In this case, each package represents a dif-
ferent annotation schema. For instance, the javax.persistence.metamodel

is an example of another annotation schema that belongs to the JPA API. In
this paper, we adopted the same heuristic from Lima et al. (2018) and used
the annotation package to identify its annotation schema.

3 Related Work

Although there is no previous work discussing the impacts of code annotation
on code readability, there are studies discussing code readability in mul-
tiple ways. Moreover, although we did not find other works that investigated
the impact of annotations on code readability, there are studies investigated
other quality attributes that can influence or be influenced by it. This
section presents and discusses these studies as closer to our investigation.

3.1 Code Readability

In the following, we discuss two studies that investigated code readability
through surveys in which participants compared the readability of pairs of
code snippets.

Santos and Gerosa (2018) conducted a survey that assessed the impact of
Java coding practices and conventions on the readability perceived by software
developers. They did not investigate code annotations. Their results helped
to identify practices and conventions with positive and negative impacts on
readability and, thus, can guide the definition of coding standards.

Lucas et al. (2019) present a mixed-method study using quantitative and
qualitative methods to evaluate the effects on Java code comprehension in
methods before and after using lambda expressions. Their quantitative analy-
sis was based on two models for estimating code readability (Buse and Weimer,
2010; Posnett et al., 2011) by evaluating source code complexity and readabil-
ity metrics. Their study was based on an online survey in which the partici-
pants evaluated pairs of code snippets. The survey indicated that the intro-
duction of lambda expressions on legacy code improved its readability.
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3.2 Annotated Code Assessment

In the context of quality attributes that can influence or be influenced by the
annotations, Guerra and Fernandes (2013) assessed the impact of frameworks
based on annotations compared to object-oriented frameworks. Similar to the
present work, it considered patterns for annotation usage to design the sce-
narios. The study did not conclude that annotations lead to reduced coupling
and that the indirection of metadata definition leads to difficulty debugging.

Lima et al. (2018) proposed a suite of software metrics to characterize
code annotations’ complexity, coupling, and size. Based on data from 25 open-
source Java projects, they observed that 78% of classes contain at least one
annotation, highlighting the relevance of studying the impact of their presence.
Identifying metric outliers, such as a class with 729 code annotations and one
annotation that took 58 lines of code, reveals abuses in using this language
feature.

Yu et al. (2019) performed a large-scale empirical study on code anno-
tations usage, evolution, and impact. The authors collected data from 1094
open-source Java projects and conducted a historical analysis to assess code
annotations. One of the findings revealed a high number of changes in an-
notations during project evolution, implicating that some developers tend to
use annotations subjectively and arbitrarily, introducing code problems. The
study also revealed that developers intending to improve code readability add
annotations to the existing program elements. By relating annotation usage to
code error-proneness, the study concluded that they could potentially enhance
software quality.

Concerning annotation repetition, Teixeira et al. (2018) performed a study
that investigated the source code of a set of web applications searching for
annotations being repeated throughout the source code. The findings revealed
that some annotations were repeated around 100 times in code elements with
shared characteristics in the target system. The study suggested that more
general definitions, such as application-specific code conventions, could signif-
icantly reduce the number of configurations.

A recent experiment about framework development compared the usage of
an annotation-based API to another based on object orientation for metadata
reading (Guerra et al., 2020). The results showed a more consistent behavior in
the evolution of coupling and complexity metrics when using the annotation-
based approach, but they did not find significant differences in productivity.

The work of Lima et al. (2022) proposed a software visualization approach
to observe how code annotations are distributed in a given system and improve
code comprehension of annotation-based systems. The authors conducted an
empirical evaluation with students and professional developers using a Java
web application as the target system. From their findings, the authors ob-
served a strong relationship between the presence of a code annotation and
the responsibility of the package/class using that annotation. This finding sug-
gests that code annotations may also guide the architectural design of software
systems.
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In conclusion, based on the studies found in the literature, from the posi-
tive side, the usage of annotations can reduce coupling (Guerra and Fernandes,
2013), provide a more consistent evolution (Guerra et al., 2020), and poten-
tially improve code quality (Yu et al., 2019). On the other hand, the studies
showed abuses in their application related to size (Lima et al., 2018) and
repetition (Teixeira et al., 2018). Moreover, annotations can make debugging
harder (Guerra and Fernandes, 2013) and introduce code problems when in-
troduced arbitrarily by developers (Yu et al., 2019). However, no prior study
focused on developers’ perceptions regarding the readability of code with and
without annotations, which is the goal of this study.

4 Annotations Categories

Before investigating the readability of annotated code, we conducted a prelimi-
nary study to identify categories that capture different scenarios in which code
annotations can be used, based on documented design patterns for annotation-
based APIS (Guerra, 2016) and architectural patterns for metadata-based
frameworks usage (Guerra et al., 2010a). The scope is restricted to appli-
cations in which annotations are consumed at runtime, which excludes an-
notations consumed at compile time or load time. We present the five found
categories in Section 4.1.

The goal of these categories is to be used as a reference to design a survey
(Section 5.1) that covers a diversity of annotation usage scenarios. They are
also going to be used as codes to analyze the answers to the open questions.
To ensure that these categories are present in existing frameworks and APIs,
we performed a study that analyzed several annotation schemas searching for
the presence of annotations that fit in each category. In this study, we also
looked for annotations that do not fit in any categories that can indicate a
new type of usage not covered by them. We detail this study in Section 4.2.

4.1 Annotation Categories Description

In the following, we describe each category and present an example of a ques-
tion used in the survey (Section 5.1) . The description also includes the pat-
terns related to the category and the implementation alternative using only
object-orientation.

Callback Method is a category based on the patterns Configured Method

Handler (Guerra et al., 2010a) and Callback Configuration (Guerra, 2016),
and classifies annotations used to configure a method invoked in response to
a situation or when an event happens. Object-oriented alternatives use inter-
faces to define such methods explicitly or invoke the method directly when
the event occurs. When a code annotation is used to mark a callback method,
more than one method can be defined in the same class to handle the same
event. Moreover, the annotation can contain additional information defining
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additional constraints about when it should be called. In this case, the alterna-
tive adopted in an object-oriented approach is to use a conditional statement
inside the method to verify if the conditions for handling it are met. Fig. 1
presents the code snippets from a question used in the survey we conducted
according to the research design (Section 5) . It is an example in which the
annotation is used to define a more fine-grained condition for the method to
be called.

Fig. 1 Code snippets of the category Callback Method, with and without annotations

Information Mapping is a category based on the patterns Entity Mapping

(Guerra et al., 2010a) and Method Parameter Mapping (Guerra, 2016), and
classifies annotations used to map between two different representations of a
system entity. Typical usages are to map domain classes to databases or exter-
nal file formats or methods to external services. The object-oriented alternative
to performing this mapping is to create an object that receives method calls
with mapping information. This mapping can also be defined in external files,
but the usage of external resources is out of the scope of our evaluation. Fig.
2 presents the code snippets from a question used in the survey (Section 5.1),
in which the annotations are used to define the mapping from a class to an
XML format.

Dependency Injection is a category based on the more general pattern
Dependency Injection (Yang et al., 2008), which has an annotation-based
implementation in several APIs and frameworks. It classifies that annotations
are used to configure an instance that should be injected into the class. The
annotation in a field indicates that an instance should be set there. Using fac-
tories to retrieve the dependence is an alternative to the usage of annotations.
External files are also an alternative to define the objects to be injected. Fig. 3
presents the code snippets from a question used in the survey (Section 5.1), in
which an annotation is used to configure an object that represents a database
connection.
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Fig. 2 Code snippets of the category Information Mapping, with and without annotations

Fig. 3 Code snippets of the category Dependency Injection, with and without annotations

Proxy Configuration is a category based on the patterns Crosscutting
Metadata Configuration (Guerra et al., 2010a) and Proxy Processing Configuration

(Guerra, 2016), and classifies annotations used to define constraints on some
processing that happens before or after a method invocation. These annota-
tions are used by dynamic proxies, aspects (Guerra et al., 2008), or intercep-
tor components (Guerra et al., 2013b) to parameterize their processing for
that specific class or method. A simple object-oriented alternative is to add
a method call with the same parameters at the method’s beginning or end.
Fig. 4 presents the code snippets from a question used in the survey (Section
5.1), in which an annotation is used to define an access control constraint to
execute the method.
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Fig. 4 Code snippets of the category Proxy Configuration, with and without annotations

Rule Definition is a category based on the patterns Class Stamp and
Metadata Parametrization (Guerra, 2016) and classifies annotations used
to configure parameters for processing related to the target class. It can be
considered a more broad and general category since it includes any annota-
tion that provides information for a component or a framework to execute a
logic related to the annotated class. Object-oriented alternatives associate the
same information to the class using different approaches, such as providing a
method that returns it, using static fields with default names, and implement-
ing marking interfaces (like Serializable). Fig. 5 presents the code snippets
from a question used in the survey (Section 5.1), in which an annotation is
used to define rules associated with the class.

Fig. 5 Code snippets of the category Rule Definition associated with the class, with and
without annotations

4.2 Evaluation of the Annotation Categories

Although the annotation usage categories we considered to design the survey
were based on documented patterns, we conducted an additional study to
ensure that they represent scenarios present in existing frameworks and APIs.
In the context of the annotation readability study, this section presents an
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analysis that provides evidence of the validity of the categories used as a basis
for the survey design (Section 5.1).

4.2.1 Annotation Categories Study Goals

This study’s primary goal is to evaluate each category’s relevance, verifying if
they are present in annotation schemas from existing APIs and frameworks.
A secondary goal is to analyze if it is possible to find some annotations that
do not fit in any category to verify if any new sort arises from this study.

It is essential to highlight that this study does not investigate the fre-
quency with which the annotations from each category are used in classes, but
the frequency that an API includes at least one annotation from each type.
The frequency in which each category appears is not used to determine the
number of questions it should have. Otherwise, each category with a signifi-
cant occurrence is included in the readability study with three questions. This
number of questions aims to provide different scenarios inside each category,
avoiding a bias related to the annotations domain or application.

4.2.2 Annotation Categories Study Methodology

The methodology of this study is divided into three steps:

– Selection of open-source projects to participate in the study.
– Extraction of annotation schemas from frameworks and APIs present on

these projects.
– Analysis of the annotations from each annotation schema to verify which

categories have at least one annotation.

Open-source projects selection. In an initial query, we searched for projects
hosted on GitHub and considered projects with more than 10000 stars, with
Java as the declared language and containing files with the .java extension
present. We ranked the projects by the number of stars and individually eval-
uated them according to the following inclusion criteria: (a) it needs to have a
license; (b) the Readme and the commit messages should be primarily written
in English; (c) it should be a software project (not a didactic material, for
instance); (d) it should have at least one release; (e) the tool used to extract
data from the annotations, ASniffer (Lima et al., 2020), should be able to
process its source code without errors. The first 30 projects that passed the
criteria were selected for the study.

Annotation schema extraction. To perform the annotation schemas ex-
traction and obtain code annotations characteristics from source code, we used
the open-source tool Annotation Sniffer (ASniffer) (Lima et al., 2020). We con-
sidered the annotation package as a criterion to identify an annotation schema,
considering that it groups annotations representing metadata for a given do-
main. Schemas from standard Java APIs (beginning with Java.*, javax.*,
and javafx.*) were separated from schemas defined by third-party frame-
works. The exact number of annotation schemas from standard APIs and
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Table 1 Number of schemas with annotations in each category for standard and framework
APIs

Category Standard Framework Total
Callback Method 4 / 19% 4 / 19% 8 / 19%
Information Mapping 10 / 48% 6 / 29% 16 / 38%
Dependency Injection 6 / 29% 5 / 24% 11 / 26%
Proxy Configuration 7 / 33% 3 / 14% 10 / 24%
Rule Definition 17 / 81% 19 / 90% 36 / 86%

frameworks were selected for analysis. We used the number of occurrences in
the 30 selected projects to prioritize the schemas. Additionally, we excluded
compile-time processing annotations (out of scope) from the selected anno-
tation schemas and if the JavaDoc documentation cannot be found on the
web.

Category classification. The selected annotation schemas were analyzed by
two researchers who classified them into the five proposed categories. During
this procedure, the researchers also verified if there were annotations that
did not fit into any category. As a result, the evaluation returned for each
schema which categories had at least one annotation and annotations that
could not be classified. Initially, the JavaDoc of the package that characterizes
the annotation schema was used to identify all the annotations. To classify
each annotation, the researchers considered its description and source code
examples found in the website Tabnine 2. When the classification performed by
the researchers did not match, two authors of this paper conducted a discussion
to reach a consensus.

4.2.3 Annotation Categories Study Result

After running the ASniffer on the selected 30 projects, we found 26 annota-
tion schemas from standard Java APIs and 326 from third-party libraries and
frameworks. Applying the exclusion criteria, we selected 21 schemas from stan-
dard Java APIs and added the 21 most frequent ones from third-party libraries
and frameworks. Therefore, we had a final list of 42 annotation schemas.

The 21 schemas from Java APIs contained 95 annotations, and the 21
schemas from third-party libraries and frameworks had 48, resulting in a total
of 144 annotations to be analyzed. After the classification by both researchers,
no annotation could not be classified in one of the five categories. The clas-
sifications did not match 19 annotations, representing a disagreement rate of
13%. By discussing the differences, a consensus in the final classification was
reached in all the cases.

Table 1 presents the analysis of these annotation schemas. Each line repre-
sents a category, and each column presents if it is a standard or a third-party
framework. The entries represent the respective quantity of schemas with at
least one annotation that fits the category.

2 https://www.tabnine.com/code
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4.2.4 Annotation Categories Study Discussion

The first conclusion from this study is related to how well the usage cate-
gories classify the existing annotations. Since all the annotations included in
the study could be classified, we consider that there is strong evidence that
the proposed categories are complete, in the sense that we could not find a
runtime-consumed annotation that does not belong to one of the categories.
Consequently, future proposals for new categories should be subdivisions of
the existing ones.

As another result, based on the data presented in Table 1, we consider
that all categories had a significant number of occurrences in the evaluated
annotation schemas. The category with a lower number of occurrences was the
Callback Method, with eight schemas (19%) with at least one annotation of
this category.

The category Rule Definition had a number of occurrences much higher
than the others. We observed that it is common to have this kind of annotation
to configure general parameters even when the primary goal of the whole
annotation schema fits in one of the other categories. Future studies might
investigate the occurrences of annotations classified in this category and try
to identify more specific usages and define subdivisions inside it.

There were some cases in which the classification of the annotation usage
was ambiguous. One example is between Information Mapping and Callback

Method when the mapping occurs between methods and services from other
APIs. The uncertainty is that the method is called due to an event (Callback
Method) but mapped from a request received from another API. In other in-
stances, the Information Mapping also seems to overlap Dependency Injection.
That is especially true when what is being mapped is also injected into the
target class. Two authors of this paper discussed and defined the classification
in those cases, considering the overall context. While classifying each annota-
tion in a single category was suitable for the study goals, future studies can
explore this overlapping and interaction between the categories.

5 Research Design

To assess the readability of annotated code, we designed a survey that presents
pairs of code snippets and requested the participants to compare them in terms
of readability. We adapted this approach from two works, which evaluated the
impact of code practices (Santos and Gerosa, 2018) and the usage of lambda
expressions (Lucas et al., 2019), as discussed in the previous section. Our
study focused on investigating the usage of code annotations applied to drive
runtime behavior, excluding from the study annotations used for compile-time
behavior. The following are the research questions investigated in this study:

RQ1: How does the usage of code annotations affect the perception

of code readability? To answer this research question, we evaluated the
survey answers, verifying the distribution of responses for each question.
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RQ2: Do the usage categories influence developers’ perception of the

effects of code annotations in readability? We investigated if partici-
pants had a consistent preference in favor or against annotations regardless of
the usage category.

RQ3: Do developers from different demographics perceive the ef-

fects of code annotation on readability differently? We searched for
an association between the answers, the participant experience (e.g., coding in
general, Java, and annotations), and the annotation usage category. We also
verified whether participants identified in the groups with a consistent prefer-
ence or aversion for using annotations had some characteristics in common.

RQ4: What factors can influence annotated code readability? We
performed a qualitative analysis of the answers to an open question in which
the participants spontaneously expressed their opinions about the effects of
annotation on code readability. In this analysis, we also identified statements
related to the annotation usage categories, trying to identify a positive or
negative impact o readability.

5.1 Survey Design

The survey starts by asking for the participants’ consent. The following sec-
tion asks for demographic information, especially about the participants’ pro-
gramming experience and knowledge about code annotations. Afterward, the
participants answered 15 questions that presented pairs of equivalent code
snippets, one without annotations and the other using annotations. A final
section presents an open question in which the participants could express fac-
tors they believe influence the annotated code readability. We designed the
questions for readability comparison taking into consideration the following:

Small code snippets with similar size: The two code snippets presented
to the participant varied from 4 to 18 lines of code, including blank lines for
better code organization. The difference between the number of lines of code
from both snippets varied from 0 to 3. The code snippets omitted parts that
were not relevant for the comparison, which was substituted by comments
containing placeholders, such as method body or software logic, making
participants focus on the differences in the code structure. The comment’s
placeholders were present on both code snippets (see Figures 1 and 4), with
similar effects for both sides.

Highlighting and formatting: Since code highlighting (Beelders and du Plessis,
2016) and formatting (Hansen et al., 2013) can influence the perception of
readability, we used the same approach in all code snippets.

Similar wording: The exact words were used in both code snippets to com-
pose the API based on annotations and without them, facilitating the mapping
of elements between code snippets and reducing the influence of the API vo-
cabulary (Lawrie et al., 2006) in the answers.
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Category distribution: To cover different scenarios, we considered the five
usage categories for code annotations presented in Section 4.1 and created
three questions for each type. We identified these categories based on docu-
mented patterns and evaluated their presence in frameworks and APIs in the
study presented in Section 4.2.

Designed to represent real scenarios: We designed the code snippets
based on domains with real-world metadata-based frameworks.

We took the survey format of comparing two code snippets from other
works in the literature that follow a similar approach (Santos and Gerosa,
2018; Lucas et al., 2019). Our understanding is that for assessing the read-
ability impact of using annotations in a given scenario, it is essential to know
what would be the alternative without using them. Since our audience in-
cluded developers with and without code annotation experience, we believe
that comparing both snippets would be the most suitable way to design this
survey. Moreover, we considered that this approach reduces potential threats
(e.g., maturation, memory), allowing the participants to see both alternatives
simultaneously and choose one.

For each question, the participants needed to choose one of the following
six options:

– CODE A definitely more readable.
– CODE A slightly more readable.
– Similar readability, but prefer CODE A.
– Similar readability, but prefer CODE B.
– CODE B slightly more readable.
– CODE B definitely more readable.

We choose not to include an utterly neutral answer, forcing the participant
to choose one side, even stating that the readability is similar. This approach
aims to emulate that a developer needs to make a decision, even without a
clear preference. Similar to choosing between a for and a while statement. In
the analysis, we considered both answers in the middle (Similar Readability
but preferred with/without annotation) when referring to neutral answers.
For each participant, we randomized the questions and whether the annotated
code would be shown on the left (Code A) or the right (Code B).

Since the answers represent an accurate ordinal scale, to consider the in-
tensity of the readability impact and to calculate an average score, numeric
values were associated with them (Briand et al., 1996) as follows: : -5; -3; -1;
+1; +3; +5. We distributed the values by the same interval using negative
values for answers that consider the code without annotations more readable.
This score can be summed and divided by the number of answers to get the
average score for a given question or participant.
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5.2 Survey Recruitment and Analysis

Our target population was not restricted to developers with experience in an-
notations or a specific programming language since we wanted to investigate
developers’ perceptions of different profiles. Before the widespread distribu-
tion of our questionnaire, we conducted two rounds of pilots to identify even-
tual problems and how well participants could understand the code snippets.
First, two authors of this paper who did not participate in the survey design
answered the questionnaire and suggested improvements to the instructions
to the participants. In the second round, 28 people from 6 countries and 2
continents answered the questionnaire: experienced developers (10), Ph.D. in
Software Engineering (4), graduate students in Software Engineering (12), and
undergraduate students (2) in Computer Science. Their answers and feedback
helped us improve the presentation and clarify some questions. For instance,
related to a question, one participant suggested change sessionVariable and
@SessionVariable to sessionScope and @SessionScope, respectively. More-
over, we ask them to report the time to complete the questionnaire. Based on
the average time from the pilots, in the survey instructions, we informed a
more realistic estimated time.

Firstly, to conduct our study, we advertised the survey on social media
sites (19% of the survey responses), such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn.
Our posts were re-shared multiple times by other participants. Secondly, we
also advertised the survey to mailing lists from six different universities (37%
of the responses), as well as mailing lists from Java developers communities
(27%) and mailing lists from researchers in computer science (8%). Finally,
we advertised it in developers and researchers groups in message apps (9%).
We avoided sending an email directly to a participant and scraping email
addresses from software repositories since this practice is perceived as “worse
than spam” (Baltes and Diehl, 2016).

We obtained 469 answers from 21 countries and 4 continents: America
(417), Europe (42), Asia (6), and Australia (3). The survey was available
between March 24 and July 11, 2021. From the total of 499 responses, we
removed 92 where the participants did not answer more than one question
(6% of the survey) and other 69 responses when they filled the survey in a few
seconds. Thus, in our analysis, we considered 338 valid answers.

From these valid answers, we had a balanced number of developers (151)
compared to students and researchers (166). Most of our respondents are be-
tween 18 and 44 years old (298). Our respondents self-described themselves
with advanced/expert knowledge in Java (143) and some familiarity with an-
notation (287). The gender identification of respondents is as follows, 294 iden-
tified as men, 34 as women,7 as non-binary/gender diverse, and 3 preferred
not to answer.

As described in Section 5.1, we calculated the average scores for every
question and participant. We divided the participants into five categories based
on their average score: hate(< −3), dislike (−1 > and ≥ −3), neutral (≤ 1
and ≥ −1), like (≤ 3 and > 1), and love (> 3).
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To address RQ1, we used the Likert scale to compare the total percentage
of responses for every question. To RQ2, we used the average score for each
participant. To answer RQ3, we compared the score distribution among the
questions using Kruskall-Wallis-tests and post-hoc Dunn tests with Benjamini-
Hochberg for p-value correction (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). We also used
the Chi-square test to verify whether there is an association between partic-
ipant demographics (e.g., age, gender, programming experience, annotation
experience, coding experience, and occupation) and annotation preferences
(five categories created based on average participants’ scores).

To address RQ4, we analyzed the answers to the open question about the
use of annotations affects the code’s readability. Since readability is very sub-
jective, we wanted to understand the different aspects considered by the partic-
ipants. We categorized the responses based on a card sorting approach (Spencer,
2009). We also considered the annotation usage categories as codes, search-
ing for statements related to their respective scenarios. The whole process
was conducted using continuous comparison (Strauss and Corbin, 1998) and
discussion until reaching a consensus. Two researchers jointly analyzed each
answer and applied codes. Finally, a third researcher inspected the classifi-
cation. Our findings aim to complement results from the literature (Guerra
and Fernandes, 2013; Guerra et al., 2020), understanding the rationale for
preferring or not annotations.

A comprehensive replication package including our anonymized dataset,
scripts, and the questionnaire is available in the Zenodo3 open data archive.

6 Results

To address RQ1, we analyzed the total percentage of responses for every
question, as presented in Figure 6. We can observe that in most questions,
the total percentage of participants that answered neutral (similar readability
but prefer one case or the other) are between 20% and 30%, and for questions
Q6 and Q11, this percentage was 42%. By comparing the non-neutral ques-
tions, we can observe that the total number of people who answered positively
about annotations is very similar to the number of people who had a negative
perception. The most significant difference was in question Q8, where 56% of
the answers were positive to annotations and 44% negative. The majority of
responses show differences of 1% to 2% in the total amount of answers that
prefer annotations versus prefer without annotations.

We could not reach a consensus about some survey participants’ preferences
since the statistical tests did not find any differences in the distribution of the
answers (Kruskall-Wallis, p-value = 0.5092). In other words, it was not possible
to find a positive or negative influence of the presence of code annotations on
code readability.

To address RQ2, we calculated the average score of each participant. Fig-
ure 7 displays the average score per question vs. the number of participants

3 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5396378
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Fig. 6 Likert-scale percentage of responses for survey questions

Fig. 7 Amount of participants per average score range

that had a score between intervals, e.g., we had two participants with a score
between −5 and −4.47. We can see that the result is similar to a normal
distribution (Shapiro-Wilk normality test, p-value = 0.4171). By analyzing
Figure 7, we could conclude that a significant group of participants revealed a
consistent personal preference in their answers.

Considering the “Neutral” participants, we identified the ones with two
particular kinds of behavior, considering the average value of the absolute score
for the answers. A high number represents a participant who generally strongly
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prefers one of the sides, even being considered neutral on average. In this
group labeled “Neutral with a strong opinion,” we have 54 participants with
an average absolute score between 3.5 and 5. In the other group labeled “True
neutral”, we included the ones with the average value of the absolute score
between 0 and 1, which are the ones that judged the presence of annotations
indifferent in terms of readability for most of the questions. It was possible to
classify only 33 participants in this group, which is around 10% of the sample.
That shows that even with a high number of participants being “Neutral” on
average, most choose one of the sides for most of the questions.

Table 2 Participants demographics grouped by average score

Java Experience Hate Dislike Neutral Like Love
Advanced 5 28 44 22 3
Expert 1 12 19 6 3
Intermediate 3 26 62 29 1
Novice 1 12 41 20 0
Annotation Experience Hate Dislike Neutral Like Love
Extremely familiar 4 17 36 15 4
Not familiar 1 15 19 10 0
Slightly familiar 3 26 45 26 1
Somewhat familiar 2 20 66 26 2
Coding Experience Hate Dislike Neutral Like Love
1 to 2 years 1 4 9 9 0
2 to 3 years 0 12 26 11 0
3 to 5 years 0 16 29 11 0
5 to 10 years 1 19 36 15 2
10 to 20 years 4 16 41 24 4
More than 20 years 4 11 25 7 1
Gender Hate Dislike Neutral Like Love
Man 9 66 140 72 7
Woman 0 10 20 4 0
Non-binary 1 1 5 0 0
Prefer not to say 0 1 1 1 0
Occupation Hate Dislike Neutral Like Love
Developer 6 33 78 29 5
Student 1 35 56 28 0
Researcher 2 8 19 16 1
Age Hate Dislike Neutral Like Love
18 to 24 1 30 48 29 1
25 to 34 5 23 59 18 1
35 to 44 3 19 40 23 4
45 to 54 1 3 12 6 1
55 to 64 0 2 6 0 0
Over 64 0 1 1 0 0

To address RQ3, we considered the data presented in Table 2. We grouped
the participants from each average score category by Java experience, annota-
tions experience, coding experience, gender, occupation, and age. By perform-
ing the chi-square test, all the p-values returned are larger than the significant
level (p-value > 0.05). Thus, there is not enough evidence to conclude that
any demographic is associated with annotation preferences.
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About the annotation usage, the questions were grouped by category: Proxy
Configuration (Q1, Q2, Q3); Dependency Injection (Q4, Q5, Q6); Information

Mapping (Q7, Q8, Q9); Callback Method (Q10, Q11, Q12); and Rule Definition

(Q13, Q14 e Q15). The answers distributed from each group and even from
each question individually were compared to the general behavior. It was not
possible to identify a statistical difference between any category or individual
question that can indicate that they have a positive or negative impact on
code readability (Kruskal-Wallis-test, p-value = 0.5092). This fact can also be
observed visually by the chart from Figure 6.

About RQ4, participants suggested several factors that make annotations
impact positively or negatively code readability, as summarized in Table 3.
The most common explanations were related to effects in code characteristics
and quality attributes (94+/20-)4. The most common reference was objective-
ness (40+/2-), as illustrated by P57: “Helpful when it removes unnecessarily
verbose”. Also related to objectiveness, less duplication (10+) was frequently
mentioned: “usage of annotations can often make the code more readable by re-
ducing the number of repetitive constructions and avoiding duplication code”
(P139).

Clean code or clarity (23+/10-) was the most controversial, with 23 partic-
ipants mentioning a positive impact while 10 mentioned negative impacts. As
P169 stated: “[annotations] makes it less clear what is going on”. Participants
generally explained that the lack of clarity was related to making business logic
hidden, what they called “magic”. For instance, P236 mentioned: “I am not so
used to using annotations, so they often leave me with the feeling that some
“magic” is going on”. Other explanations for the lack of clarity were connected
to the overuse of annotations and the choice of poor names. Still related to
clarity, participants also mentioned positive and negative effects on explicit-
ness (13+/8-). As illustrated by P236, “being explicit about what is going on
makes the code more readable for the inexperienced. For someone who has
experience with a system and is familiar with the typically used annotations,
they may be helpful”. However, the RQ3 results contradict this statement.

Impact on design quality attributes (41+/6-) was also frequently mentioned
by the participants, mostly positively. In particular, participants mention ef-
fects on simplicity (17+/1-), modularity (7+), cohesion (5+), organization
(3+), abstraction (2+/1-), elegance (3+), encapsulation (1+), flexibility (1+),
and testability (-4). The last was the only one in which participants mentioned
only negative effects, as illustrated by P392: “makes code harder to test [...],
and given that in my experience testability is king, that’s a lot of reasons right
there to avoid annotations”.

Participants also mentioned that annotations affect readability by making
information (33+/25-) more understandable (21+/21-), faster to read (9+),
and easier to learn (2+). One can notice the controversy around understand-
ability, with 21 mentions of positive impacts and 21 negative ones. On the

4 This notation is used to denote the number of mentions in which the impact was classified
as positive or negative.
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negative side, 11 participants discouraged representing logic in annotations,
which correlates with the previous findings related to “magic” and explicit-
ness. Other attributes mentioned less frequently were maintainability (7+/2-)
and productivity (4+). The complete coding book and subcategory counting
are available in our replication package, mentioned in Section 5.2.

Table 3 Impact attributes on readability when annotation are used and Specific cases
reported when use/avoid annotation

Attributes Positive(+) Negative(-)
Code 94 20
Design 41 06
Info processing 33 25
Logic 01 11
Maintainability 07 02
Productivity 04 00
Annotation Usage Categories Positive(+) Negative(-)
Proxy configuration 17 10
Rule Definition 23 03
Information Mapping 04 00
Callback Method 02 03
Dependency Injection 02 03

Participants also explicitly mentioned scenarios that could be mapped to
the annotation usage categories described in Table 3. On the positive side,
using annotations for defining rules (12+), which receive specific mentions of
validation rules, and for information mapping (4+) only received positive rec-
ommendations. However, we could not observe the same results in the other
research questions when analyzing each annotation category in isolation. Some
of them had mixed recommendations. More specifically, cross-cutting concerns
related to the Proxy Configuration category received significant mentions both
recommending to use and avoiding annotations (17+/10-). Callback Method

(2+/3-), configuration (1+/3-), and dependency injection (2+/3-) also re-
ceived mixed recommendations.

Table 4 Annotation usage strategies recommended by respondents

Strategies # of mentions
Avoid “magic” 15 / 25.9%
Avoid overuse 09 / 15.5%
Keep it simple 09 / 15.5%
Choose good names 07 / 12.1%
Avoid custom annotation 04 / 6.9%
Do not use in simple cases 03 / 5.2%
Keep it close to the code being annotated 03 / 5.2%
Use few parameters 03 / 5.2%
Do not mix annotation types 02 / 3.4%
Be explicit 02 / 3.4%
Use for average developers 01 / 1.7%
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Finally, the qualitative analysis also revealed recommendations for using
annotations, represented in Table 4. The most mentioned suggest avoiding
cases where the behavior driven by the annotation seems obscure or magical
to the user (15). In the words of participant P118: “Annotations are like any
abstraction: done well, it improves the readability; when it hides too much or
relocates information to the wrong place, it is confusion and decreases read-
ability”. Also, participant P125 summarized this idea as “it helps when the
annotation’s behavior is obvious from the way it’s used; it hinders when be-
havior is magic”.

Our participants frequently mention other strategies, such as keeping their
usage simple (9) and choosing good names (7). P179 illustrates this idea: “If
the functionality is well encapsulated, and the name is intuitive enough, anno-
tations can improve a lot the readability and make the code much more main-
tainable, even to someone without experience in that piece of code”. However,
this and eight other participants highlight that annotations can be helpful,
but overuse should be avoided. As mentioned by participant P179: “if used
everywhere, creating some sort of annotation hell, you think you understand
the purpose of that code, but has no clue on how to use it”.

Finally, one may argue that some identified categories do not directly relate
to readability. However, we also recognize that readability is very subjective,
and the participants could consider anything in their judgment. So, this qual-
itative analysis adds to the current literature (Guerra and Fernandes, 2013;
Guerra et al., 2020) by bringing some additional information from sponta-
neous manifestations of the participants about the readability of annotated
code, being their reasons directed related to readability or not.

7 Discussion

Based on the survey’s general results, it is not possible to associate the usage of
annotations with a consistent positive or negative impact on code readability.
Searching for correlations between the answers and participant demographics
(e.g., programming experience, gender) made it impossible to identify one par-
ticular profile with a different tendency. We evaluated the questions grouped
by the annotation usage category, and even individually, we did not find a
statistically different distribution from the general result.

A practical implication (i) of these results for API designers is
that annotations will not necessarily harm the readability as fre-
quently stated in the gray literature (Stackoverflow, 2009; Bugayenko, 2016;
Warski, 2017). This scenario is also the case if the API has a specific tar-
get audience, such as beginners or experts, or has a particular usage for the
annotations, such as Information Mapping or Proxy configuration.

Our study also found a significant amount of participants that revealed
a personal preference concerning code annotations. However, the participants
with positive and negative tendencies were balanced. The number of partici-
pants with a strong preference, classified as “Love” and “Hate”, was not sig-
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nificant. Still, participants classified as “Like” and “Dislike” are around half
of the sample, representing a moderated tendency from one side. That finding
highlights the importance of the study results as a practical implication
(ii) to help API designers avoid generalizing their personal views to
make a decision.

The qualitative study found participant statements that claimed annota-
tions’ positive and negative impact on the code and information processing.
For instance, P117 stated that “[...] some annotations are very clear in their
function and improve readability by making code more concise. Others are
difficult to understand and serve only to confuse me.” P139 claimed that “[...]
annotations could often make the code more readable by reducing repetitive
constructions and avoiding duplication code. However, over-usage of annota-
tions might become an issue”. Similarly, P137 said that “sometimes annota-
tions allow writing less code and keeping related code together. [...] it requires
more time to get used to them because the code is not explicit, but they are
faster to read after you know them. But mixing annotations from too many
different contexts in the same code seems bad to me”. That confirms the re-
sults from the survey that there are participants that presented preference for
both sides. As implication (iii), the participants recommend avoiding
abuses in the usage of annotations, and the literature has already shown
that they occur in real projects (Lima et al., 2018).

The impact on design had a higher number of positive answers, which
confirms results from previous works that claim a reduction in coupling and
the support for a more consistent evolution (Guerra et al., 2020). For in-
stance, P244 stated, “I generally found it to improve readability, most com-
monly through (a) better modularization and (b) bringing information closer
to where it is needed”. Furthermore, the high number of participants who
claimed a positive impact on code corroborates the claim that annotations
could improve code quality (Yu et al., 2019). For example, P95 claimed, “An-
notations improve code’s readability by making clearer and more explicit logic
representations”. This evidence brings us to another practical implication
(iv) that annotation-based API can be used to provide a more con-
sistent code evolution with better coupling and complexity metrics.

Proxy Configuration and Rule Definition are the categories most mentioned
in our qualitative analysis. Proxy Configuration appeared in the qualitative
analysis as the usage of annotations for crosscutting concerns, receiving men-
tions that encourage and discourage using annotations. For instance, P382
stated, “I think annotations contribute to better readability when consider-
ing Dependency Injection or when we plan to decorate a class/method with
a feature that can be regarded as crosscutting and not specific to the busi-
ness rule”. The Rule Definition category appeared only encouraging its usage,
which contradicted the general behavior in the questions of this category in
the survey. P233 said, “It positively affects simple aspects such as HTTP re-
quests or validation [...]. For example, on transactions issues, it is sometimes
necessary to perform other activities within a transaction. Using annotations
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on these parameters helps the readability and clarifies what activities are being
carried within this transaction.”

Moreover, the Information Mapping is one of the most familiar categories
to developers and practitioners, given well-established frameworks such as JPA
(to perform ORM) and JAXB (to serialize/deserialize XML). As stated by
participant P46: “In general, annotations can improve the code’s readability,
especially in mapping situations”. Furthermore, P148 said: “Overall, annota-
tions usage improves code readability when abstracting recurrent tasks like
mapping values, validating data or fetching session variables, mostly by sub-
stituting statements unrelated to the business logic”. Some participants, like
P143, believe that annotations should be mostly used to map data: “In my
opinion, annotations need to either hide ugly implementation, repetitive de-
tails or be related to field technicalities, for instance, use in mapping. However,
you do not want to have to think about what they do or go back and forth.”

8 Limitations

Sampling bias. We combined multiple strategies to reach a diverse sample.
As described in Section 5.2, we achieved a diverse population, especially re-
garding participant experience. Most participants were from America, despite
reaching participants from many countries. We also have a small low number
of women and non-binary respondents in which these population’s character-
istics are under-represented as software development (Wang and Redmiles,
2019; Prana et al., 2021). Our results are only valid for our respondents, and
we encourage this work to be replicated in different scenarios.

Response biases. To mitigate response ordering bias, we randomized the
order of the questions and the order of the code snippets. We also used small
code snippets with the same vocabulary, highlighting and formatting the code
similarly. The code snippets were designed based on annotation usage cate-
gories that we verified their presence in well-known Java projects, as described
in Section 4.1.

Self-selection bias. Our survey used English as a primary language, which
may have influenced the willingness of non-English speakers to participate in
the survey. Future studies might translate our survey and investigate differ-
ences in different regions.

Confirmation bias. Confirmation bias is the tendency to interpret, favor,
and recall information in a way that supports one’s prior beliefs. This bias may
have influenced our respondent’s answers. We understand that comparing two
snippets may reduce potential threats (e.g., maturation, memory) to mitigate
this bias, allowing the participants to see both alternatives simultaneously and
choose one. This strategy was employed in other studies such as Santos and
Gerosa (2018) and Lucas et al. (2019). By analyzing the comments provided by
participants, we also found cases suggesting that developers carefully inspected
both snippets within the pairs trying to spot differences between them. For
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instance, P153 mentioned “I actually enjoyed taking it as it was interesting to
see the differences between implementations with and without annotations.”

Construct validity. We based our questions on real-world metadata-based
frameworks distributed in five proposed annotation usage categories to en-
hance the construct validity. They were proposed based on documented pat-
terns (Guerra, 2016) and verified the occurrences of such categories in real-
world Java projects, as described in Section 4.1. We also employed pilot studies
to test and collect feedback about our instrument.

Qualitative analysis. We employed qualitative procedures to classify the
open-question answers provided by our respondents. These procedures are sub-
ject to interpretation bias. Multiple researchers used a constant comparison
to mitigate this threat and negotiated an agreement to conduct the analy-
sis. All the researchers involved have experience in qualitative methods and
annotation usage in practice.

9 Conclusion

This paper reported a study investigating the impact of Java annotations on
code readability. We did not identify a positive or negative impact on code
readability toward using annotations, even when segmenting the analysis for
a scenario of use or demographic characteristics. The personal preference in
favor or against annotations in around half of the participants reinforces the
results’ relevance since a practitioner may consider their perception as truth
for other developers when making a decision.

To conduct the survey and elaborate our readability questions, we proposed
five annotations usage categories based on existing patterns and evaluated
them in a study that classified annotations from 42 annotation schemas present
on 30 open-source projects. We verified that all annotations included in our
study could be classified into one of the categories and that annotations from
all the categories had a significant occurrence in the annotation schemas. We
considered this classification model with the proposed five annotation usage
categories as a secondary result of this work. In the readability study, these
categories were used in the design of the questions, including three questions
from each, making sure that it covered the usage of annotations in different
scenarios. Future studies might consider these categories as a reference to
identify distinct annotation usages.

While several factors should be evaluated when deciding to use or not an-
notation in the design of an API, our results revealed that readability is a
quality attribute for which there is no consensus, and additional care should
be taken. It is worth highlighting that participants also provided recommen-
dations on scenarios to use annotation (e.g., validation, mapping, and rule
definition) and not to use (e.g., business logic). There were also mentions that
developers should avoid overuse of annotation, keep the annotation usage sim-
ple, and provide good names. In short, from these results, we could extract
four practical implications that annotation-based API developers can use.
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Future studies can investigate readability and other practices in annotated
APIs design. For instance, the presence of classes with a high number of an-
notations, with large annotations Lima et al. (2018), and their repetition on
similar elements Teixeira et al. (2018) can be responsible for the unfavorable
positioning of some participants about annotations. Considering annotations
themselves are not responsible for necessarily reducing readability, future work
can explore how practices related to annotations usage can affect this property.
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